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Step 1: Download Blender
https://www.blender.org/

Blender - Download
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Step 2: Download BlenderGIS & download code as ZIP (don’t unpack)
https://github.com/domlysz/BlenderGIS

Blender GIS - Download
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Step 3: Open Blender + Create a new project + Go to Edit > Preferences > Add-ons > Install > Find “BlenderGIS-master.zip (wherever you downloaded it) > Install Add-on > Tick 
the box stating: “3D View: BlenderGIS” to enable BlenderGIS.

Installing BlenderGIS to Blender
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Step 4: To create your site, you need to go to GIS > Web geodata > Basemap

BlenderGIS - Generating Basemap
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Step 5: A basemap UI should pop up and all you have to do is make sure the source is google and the layer is satellite, if so press OK.  

BlenderGIS - Generating Basemap
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Step 6: It’ll give you a new UI and a satellite view of the whole earth will pop up. Press “G” to go to basemap (basically making you go to a destination), type in your site - for exam-
ple “The University of Auckland”. After that, your zoom by default is at 0, the bigger the number - the closer it is to your site. I normally recommend 13-15. Once everything is setted 
up, press OK.

BlenderGIS - Generating Basemap
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Step 7: It’ll give you a closer shot of your site, to capture/grab what’s on screen press “E” and it should crop it to your viewport screen ratio.

BlenderGIS - Generated Basemap
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Step 8: Before we make our site contours, you need to generate an API Key. To generate one, you need to create an account with OpenTopography (opentopography.org). Create 
an account and request for an API Key. 

OpenTopography - Generating API key
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Step 9: Once the API key is generated, copy and paste it. Go back to Blender and select GIS > Web geodata > Get Elevation (SRTM). A small UI will pop up and say ‘server’ and 
‘api key’. Paste your API key and press OK. It’ll take roughly around 2-3 minutes to generate your site topography.

OpenTopography - Generating API key
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Step 9: Once the API key is generated, copy and paste it. Go back to Blender and select GIS > Web geodata > Get Elevation (SRTM). A small UI will pop up and say ‘server’ and 
‘api key’. Paste your API key and press OK. It’ll take roughly around 2-3 minutes to generate your site topography.

Creating SRTM Data through generated API Key
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Step 10: Once topography has been generated, next step is to generate building heights, roads, etc. Go to GIS > Web geodata > Get OSM > A new GUI will pop up and by default 
it will be on ‘Nodes’ - change that to Ways and tick what you needed (Control + Shift + L click), also tick “Elevation from Object” and “Building Extrusion”, you’ll be needing one for 
building heights, etc. Once all is setted up, tick OK. It’ll take 5-8 minutes generating the building heights, roads, etc (depending on the complexity of the site).

Generating site topography
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Step 10: Once topography has been generated, next step is to generate building heights, roads, etc. Go to GIS > Web geodata > Get OSM > A new GUI will pop up and by default 
it will be on ‘Nodes’ - change that to Ways and tick what you needed (Control + Shift + L click), also tick “Elevation from Object” and “Building Extrusion”, you’ll be needing one for 
building heights, etc. Once all is setted up, tick OK. It’ll take 5-8 minutes generating the building heights, roads, etc (depending on the complexity of the site).

Generating Building Heights, Highway, Waterway, etc
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Step 11: Once generated, double check if the buildings are in one group, same as the road, etc.

 Link to YouTube tutorial in case you’re lost: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YNtKnmRXVlo

Generated Buildings, Road + Topography (Final)
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Step 1: Select all your model components and go to File > Export > Wavefront (.obj) - easiest export to Rhino compared to other options.

BlenderGIS - Import from Blender to Rhino
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Step 2: Under “Transform” on the right hand side - change the “Up” to “Z Up”. 

BlenderGIS - Import from Blender to Rhino
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Step 3: Export OBJ and open up Rhino. Type “Import” and find the file. A new UI will pop up and press OK and import should go smoothly.

BlenderGIS - Import from Blender to Rhino
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